Get All Your Preceptor CE and Make Precepting Easier With

Preceptor Training & Resource Network

My Profile lets you create your own Preceptor Profile, so you can:
- Have your completed Preceptor CE automatically reported to the school(s) of your choice
- Develop a portfolio to document your precepting experience, training, accomplishments, and contributions to the pharmacy profession
- Get targeted precepting opportunities from different schools

Preceptor Training CE meets ACPE guidelines and truly provides practical tips and training to help you be the best preceptor possible.

PL Journal Club helps establish regular, highly educational meetings...without the usual headaches. It’s a great APPE tool. The Instructor Key guides the discussion, and the Student Handout provides questions and helpful guidance for analyzing the background materials.

Pharmacy 101 is great for your IPPE students. The Preceptor Key and Student Case provide quality, consistent case-based teaching. Use it to efficiently precept students from multiple schools.

The Preceptor Toolbox provides you with everything needed to make precepting more effective and easier, including:
- Activity Ideas
- Syllabus Examples
- Evaluation Tools
- Sample Assignments
- Student Schedules and more...

These are all ready-made for you so you can print and use them as-needed, or of course feel free to adapt them to your specific needs!

For more information, contact Pharmacist’s Letter at preceptor@PLetter.com, or call 209-472-2240.
They are always happy to help!